
75,000 BC 
Atlantis-Jerusalem is built at the present location of Junagad in the State of Gujarat, India. 
People worship Gods, the Moon, and have a special cult for the Sun. 
The “Temple”  is built on the top of Mount Girnar.
The geographical orientation of today main Jain Temple is the same as the Solomon’s one, entrance 
to the East Side. 
11,500 BC  
The land of Atlantis-Jerusalem is destroyed by a flood coming from the Himalaya, the Temple on 
top of Mount Girnar remain intact. 
The Diaspora begun, the 10 tribes goes around the colonies and becomes the 10 religions.

11,000 BC 
The Veda become the religion of India, through oral tradition, the teaching is passed by to new 
generations. Krisnha meet Arjuna in the forest of Girnar.
1489 BC 
Moses escape from the Egyptian colony and goes back to the original  Atlantis-Jerusalem, receive 
the Table of the Law on top of Mount Girnar. 
With the help of Queen Hatshepsut, his daughter, Moses goes back to Sinai and start to conquer the 
location of the Promised Land, today Israel.
970-931 BC
The First Temple is built by the King Solomon in the new Jerusalem, the court of the First Temple 
feature the Chariot of the Sun and Cherubins covered with gold and orichalcum, the same material 
used in Atlantis and mentioned by Plato.
The Temple is destroyed after 470 years by the Babilonian King Nebuchadnezzar II in the year 422 
BC.
13 AD 
Jesus leave Nazareth to study in India, probably in a Krisnha Temple in Girnar.
700 AD 
Some unknown fanatics from the West arrive in Girnar and destroy the Temple.
1200 AD
A local Prince, Neminatha, reach enlightement on top of Mount Girnar. The followers of the Veda 
start to follow the teaching of Neminatha and built a Temple called “Jain” on the ruin of the old one,
keeping the same elements and measurements (The foundation were certainly intact). 

The Jain Temple will have the same features of the one built in Jerusalem by Solomon.

The size of the location of present Jain Temple fit the plan of the First Temple of Solomon in 
Jerusalem.



On the left the plan of the First Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem.On the right the main Jain Temple 
on Mount Girnar. Notice the similarities.

This old photo show the extension of the old Temple.



This photo from Google Earth Pro show part of the city of Junagadh in the Indian state of Gujarat.
The measurement taken on the larger map show a perfect match with the references of Plato and in 
the book of the Qumran Scrolls. Plato use 50 stadia, 8,9 Kilometers to explain the size of the city 
from the external wall to the port, but without knowing the exact location of the old city the 
measurement is meaningless.
The Qumran Scrolls add a reference telling that the old city was 21 by 29 Kilometers, so applying 
these two data to the larger Google map of the Girnar Complex we derive the following photo 
below.
Note from the village of Nandarkhy, the location of the city wall on the West side, the Plato 50 
stadia, 8,9 Kilometers, correspond to the scale of 6,32 Centimeters. 
The point match with the hill at the entrance of the West Canal of Girnar, today a road, where the 
Fort of Rajkot stand guarding the location, this was certainly the Port Authority and entrance to 
Atlantis-Jerusalem.

Bottom: the measurement of the Old City as mentioned in the Qumran Scrolls.



Because the location, the Jain Monks, rebuilding their Temple, they certainly kept the same 
foundations, resulting in a copy of the Solomon Temple in Jerusalem as seen in the Wikipedia 
drawing on the left side of the photo.


